THEOREM 1. Let (F, /x) be a measured foliation ofcodimension q on M. If either M is closed and orientable, or /x is absolutely continuous (so it is represented by a closed form dfx), then there is a well-defined characteristic map

Xli :H*(£ q ,O q )^H* + «(M).
We call the image of x M the /i-classes of (F, [2, 10] . Complete details and properties of x M are described in [7] . The values of the /i-classes depend on the measure // and the dynamical behavior of F in a neighborhood of the support of /i. It is conjectured that subexponential growth of the leaves of F implies the /z-classes vanish; this can be shown in some cases. Examples can be constructed for which all of the /i-classes are nontrivial.
The canonical measure associated to an SL q -foliation (F, co)-where co is a transverse invariant volume form-defines a characteristic map x w : ^*( s^» SOq) It was shown that H^BBiff^Ri; Z) = 0 for q > 2 by Thurston-Banyaga. Corollary 1 gives the first nonvanishing results for the group homology in degrees less than q + 1; in degrees > q + 1, the secondary classes of SL q -foliations detect nontrivial homology of-ÖDiff^R^. McDuff has investigated in [12] the geometrical significance of some of these new invariants for Diff^R** and also defined further interesting classes.
The residuable secondary classes are the cocycles^7c 7 in H*(WO q ) with degree Cj = 2q maximal. The "integration over the fiber" process is faithful on these classes, so a residue theory can be developed for them. Given a measured foliation (F, M) with support ju = M 9 the residuable classes decompose into the measure class cfju product with a leaf invariant. This observation can be used to relate the residuable secondary classes with the geometry of F. For codimension one foliations remarkable progress has been made in relating the geometry of a foliation with its Godbillon-Vey invariant [3, 13] . For higher codimensions, it is expected that a geometric interpretation of the residuable secondary classes can be achieved by utilizing the techniques of the proof of Theorem 3, the residue theorem for foliations [6] 
